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Directions (1-5): Study the following information carefully and answer the given questions.
Eight players are stayed in a building from bottom to top floor numbered from 1-8 each player from a
different international cricket team; Australia, South Africa, England, West Indies, Sri Lanka,
Bangladesh, New Zealand and Afghanistan not necessarily in the same order. They play for different
IPL teams; Mumbai Indians, Delhi Daredevils, Royal Challengers Bangalore, Gujarat Lions, Rising Pune
Supergiants, Kolkata Knight Riders, Sunrisers Hyderabad and Kings XI Punjab not necessarily in the
same order. Each international player plays for one IPL team only. The arrangement is based on the
following rules:
(i) The player from Sri Lanka team is stayed at an even numbered floor
(ii) There are 3 players between the player from Sri Lanka team and the player play for Kings XI Punjab
team
(iii) The player from West Indies team is either at the top or at the bottom floor
(iv) The player who stayed in floor number 2 plays for Mumbai Indians team and he is not from Sri Lanka
team
(v) The player plays for Rising Pune Supergiants team is stayed between the player from New Zealand
team and the player plays for Gujarat Lions team
(vi) The player from Australia team is stayed 1floorabove the player from England team
(vii) There are 4 players between the player who plays for Delhi Daredevils team and the player from
New Zealand team
(viii) There are 3 players between the player who plays for Rising Pune Supergiants team and the player
who plays for Royal Challengers Bangalore team
(ix) The player from Afghanistan team is stayed between the player who plays for Sunrisers Hyderabad
team and the player from Bangladesh team
(x) The player from New Zealand team does not play for Sunrisers Hyderabad team.
1. The player from Sri Lanka team is stay in which of the following floor?
a) 8th floor
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b) 6th floor
c) 4th floor
d) 2nd floor
e) None of these
2. How many players are stayed between the player from Australia team and the player from West
Indies team?
a) Four
b) Five
c) Three
d) Six
e) Two
3. Which of the following international team player stayed in 3rd number floor?
a) Afghanistan
b) West Indies
c) Bangladesh
d) Australia
e) South Africa
4. Four of the following five are alike in a certain way and hence they form a group. Which one of the
following does not belong to that group?
a) Delhi Daredevils
b) Royal Challengers Bangalore
c) Sunrisers Hyderabad
d) Rising Pune Supergiants
e) Kings XI Punjab
5. Which of the following statement is true?
a) 5 – Australia - Rising Pune Supergiants
b) 4 - South Africa -Kings XI Punjab
c) 2 - New Zealand -Mumbai Indians
d) 3 – Bangladesh - Royal Challengers Bangalore
e) 1 - West Indies - Kolkata Knight Riders
Directions (Q. 6-10): Study the following information carefully and answer the questions.
Eight friends Deepan, Jalil, Nagaraj, Sharma, Hanuman, Tilak, Sukumar and Prasanna live on eight
different floors of a building but not necessarily in the same order. The lowermost floor of the building is
numbered 1 and the topmost floor of the building is numbered 8. Each of them likes different players of
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grand prix viz, Kimi Raikkonen, Daniel Ricciardo, Max Verstappen, Lewis Hamilton, Fernando Alonso,
Sebastian Vettel, Jenson Button and Nico Rosberg but not necessarily in the same order.
The one who likes Daniel Ricciardo lives on an even-numbered floor but not on the topmost floor. Only
one person lives between Tilak and the one who likes Fernando Alonso. Only two persons live between
Tilak and the one who likes Daniel Ricciardo. Neither Hanuman nor Nagaraj lives on the first floor. Only
one person lives between Nagaraj and the one who likes Max Verstappen. Deepan lives just above
Tilak. Only two persons live between Hanuman and Deepan. The one who likes Fernando Alonso does
not live on floor number one, Jalil lives on an even-numbered floor and just above Nagaraj. The one who
likes Lewis Hamilton lives on an even numbered floor and lives just above the person who likes Nico
Rosberg. Nagaraj does not like Fernando Alonso or Nico Rosberg. Only two persons live between the
one who likes Sebastian Vettel and the one who likes Kimi Raikkonen . Sharma does not like Jenson
Button. The one who likes Sebastian Vettel does not live on an odd-numbered floor. Prasanna lives just
below the one who likes Nico Rosberg.
6. Sukumar likes which of the following player?
a) Jenson Button
b) Max Verstappen
c) Lewis Hamilton
d) Nico Rosberg
e) Kimi Raikkonen
7. Four of the following five are alike in a certain way and hence they form a group. Which one of the
following does not belong to that group?
a) Deepan
b) Nagaraj
c) Prasanna
d) Jalil
e) Sukumar
8. How many persons are between the one who likes Lewis Hamilton and the one who stays on 4th
floor?
a) One
b) Two
c) Three
d) Four
e) Five
9. Who lives on fifth floor?
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a) Jalil
b) Hanuman
c) The one who likes Lewis Hamilton
d) The one who likes Fernando Alonso
e) Both option b and d
10. Which of the following combinations is true?
a) 1 – Sharma - Jenson Button
b) 4 – Hanuman - Daniel Ricciardo
c) 3 – Tilak - Nico Rosberg
d) 6 – Prasanna - Sebastian Vettel
e) 7 – Nagaraj - Kimi Raikkonen
Directions (11-15): Study the following information carefully and answer the given questions.
Eight balls are arranged in a stack from bottom to top numbered from 1-8 each from a different e
commerce games; Cricket, Football, Hockey, Golf, Tennis, Rugby, Table Tennis and Badminton not
necessarily in the same order.Each ball has different colours viz. Red, Blue, Green, Yellow, White,
Black, Pink and Orange not necessarily in the same order. The arrangement is based on the following
rules:
• The ball from Tennis game is kept at an even numbered position
• There are 3 balls between the ball from Tennis game and the ball with Orange colour
• The ball from Golf game is either at the top or at the bottom of the stack
• Ball number 2 has Red colour and it is not from Tennis game
• Ball with the White colour is kept between the ball from Table Tennis game and the ball having Yellow
colour
• The ball from Cricketgame is kept one ball above the ball from Hockey game
• There are 4 balls between the ball with Blue colour and the ball from Table Tennis game
• There are 3 balls between the ball with Whitecolour and the ball with Greencolour
• The ball from Badminton game is between the ball with Pink colour and the ball from Rugby game
• The ball from Table Tennis game does not have Pink colour
11. How many balls are kept between Cricket game ball and Golf game ball?
a) Four
b) Five
c) Three
d) Six
e) Two
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12. Which of the following game ball kept in 3rd position?
a) Badminton
b) Golf
c) Rugby
d) Cricket
e) Football
13.The ball from Tennis game is kept in which of the following floor?
a) 8th position
b) 6th position
c) 4th position
d) 2nd position
e) None of these
14. Which of the following statement is true?
a) 5 – Cricket - White
b) 4 - Football -Orange
c) 2 - Table Tennis -Red
d) 3 – Rugby - Green
e) 1 - Golf - Black
15. Four of the following five are alike in a certain way and hence they form a group. Which one of the
following does not belong to that group?
a) Blue
b) Green
c) Pink
d) White
e) Orange
Directions (16-20): Read the following information carefully and answer the questions.
Eight boxes namely A, B, C, D, U, M, N and O are placed from top to bottom but not necessarily in the
same order. They contain different types of fruits among Apple, Banana, Orange, Grapes, Olives, Kiwi,
Pear and Mango. Boxes are of different colours among red, green, black and yellow colour. Exactly two
boxes are there of each colour. Consider top as 1st position and so on. The following information is
known about them. There is gap of one box between the box D which is green colour and box B and
both are in the top 4 positions when boxes are arranged from top to bottom. The box containing Grapes
fruit is kept immediately below black colour box and is of same colour as D. Box C is kept somewhere
between N and O. Box O is below C. The two yellow boxes are kept vertically adjacent to each other.
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Orange fruit is kept exactly between M and the box containing Kiwi fruit. O doesn’t contain Apple fruit.
There is gap of one box between the box U and box N, which is kept immediately below the box
containing Grapes fruit. Box U is below the box N. The box containing Mango fruit is placed at even
numbered place but is not placed at the bottom. The red colour box which is kept at top either contains
Apple or Pear fruit. Box U is not of yellow colour. Box M which contains Olives fruit is of black colour.
The box containing Banana fruit is of black colour. C doesn’t contain any of Apple or Mango fruit. B does
not sits on 2nd position.
16.Which box contains Banana fruit?
a) A
b) B
c) D
d) O
e) C
17.Which box is of black colour?
a) C
b) O
c) U
d) A
e) D
18. Which box is placed at top?
a) The box which contains Pear fruit
b) B
c) U
d) O
e) A
19.Which box is placed at 8th position?
a) A
b) B
c) C
d) O
e) D
20.Which fruit does box N contain?
a) Pear
b) Kiwi
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c) Orange
d) Grapes
e) Mango
Directions (Q.21-25): Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below:
P, Q, R, S, T, U and V are seven executives of an organisation ABC. There are no other executives
besides them. The management body of the organisation decided to post the seven executives in seven
different countries. The names of the countries New Zealand, Argentina, Colombia, Mexico, India,
Australia and England. The names of the countries are not necessarily in the same order as that of the
names of the persons. There are three married couples among the executives. One feature is that
despite having equal efficiencies their salaries are different. R has been posted in New Zealand and her
salary is more than the salary of the person posted in Maxico or the one in Colombia. T is married to the
person posted in Australia and T gets the least salary. No woman is posted in Colombia, Maxico or
Australia. V is married to Q and his salary is more than P or S. U is not posted in colombia. The salary of
the person who is posted in Australia is more than that of the one posted in England but less the one
posted in Colombia. The salary of Q, who is posted in Argentina is more than that of P. P is posted in
England. U’s wife is not posted either in India or England. No one gets more salary than the wife of the
person who is posted in Colombia. None of the male executives was drawing more salary than U.
21. Who among the following executives gets the highest salary?
a) Q
b) R
c) U
d) Data Inadequate
e) None of these
22. Which of the following is a right combination of the highest paid of male and female?
a) QV
b) US
c) QU
d) Data Inadequate
e) None of these
23. What is U’s postion from the P when the exdecutives are arranged in descending order of their
salaries ?
a) First
b) Second
c) Third
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d) Data Inadequate
e) None of these
24. Which of the following country is U posted in ?
a) Argentina
b) Colombia
c) Mexico
d) Data Inadequate
e) None of these
25. Which of the following statements is true?
a) Q is posted at Colombia
b) U’s salary is more than R’s salary
c) R gets more salary than U but less than Q
d) P is a male
e) None of these
Directions (Q. 26-30): Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below:
There are eight employees S, T, U, V, W, X, Y and Z of an organisation working in three departments viz
P, Q and R. Each of them has a different choice of colours, viz Blue, Yellow, Orange, White, Green,
Violet, Brown and Black, but not necessarily in the same order. There are not more than three
employees in any department. V likes Brown colour and does not work in department R. Z does not
work in department Q and does not like either Yellow or White colour. W works in department Q and
likes neither Blue nor Yellow colour. Y works in department P with only U, who likes Black colour. S and
X do not work in the same department as W. The one who likes Blue colour works in department Q. The
one who likes Orange colour works in department P. Those who work in department Q like neither White
nor Green colour. X does not like Yellow colour.
26. Which of the following colours does Z like?
a) Orange
b) Green
c) Brown
d) Blue
e) None of these
27. Which of the following groups of employees works in department Q?
a) TVW
b) UVW
c) VWZ
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d) TVS
e) None of these
28. Who among the following likes Violet colour?
a) T
b) S
c) W
d) V
e) Can’t be determined
29. In which of the following departments does S work?
a) P
b) Q
c) R
d) Can’t be determined
e) None of these
30. Which of the following combinations is true?
a) V – P – Black
b) V – Q – Brown
c) T – R – Green
d) All are true
e) None of these
Directions (Q. 31-35): Read the following information carefully and answer the questions.
Eight groups A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H are going for rock climbing in different mountain ranges, viz.
Aravallis, Himalayas, Satpura, Andes, Alps, Rockies, Atlas and Appalachian but not necessarily in the
same order. These groups are also going for rafting in different rivers, viz. Spree, Hudson, Amazon,
Tigris, Tiber, Nile, Danube and Thames but not necessarily in the same order. Group G is going neither
to river Danube nor to river Hudson. Neither group F nor group G is going to raft in the river Tigris or the
river Nile. Group E is going to the Appalachian mountain range. Group C is going to the Andes mountain
range and the river Tiber. The one who is going to raft in the Amazon is also going to the Appalachian
mountain range. Group A and B are going for rafting either in the Nile or Thames. Group D does not
want to raft in the Tigris and F does not want to raft in the Hudson. The group which is climbing on the
Aravallis is rafting in the Danube and the group which is climbing on the Atlas is rafting in the Hudson. A
and G do not climb on the Rockies and the Satpura. The group which is climbing on the Himalayas is
rafting in the Thames. Group H and G climb either on Alps or on the Satpura mountain range.
31. Which of the following groups is going to climb on the Aravallis?
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a) E
b) None of these
c) D
d) H
e) F
32. The group rafting in the Nile is climbing in which of the following mountain ranges?
a) Aravallis
b) Andes
c) Rockies
d) Atlas
e) None of these
33. Which group is going to raft in the river Nile?
a) G
b) Data inadequate
c) D
d) None of these
e) A
34. Which of the following combinations is definitely true with regard to the above information?
a) C – Aravallis – Tiber
b) H – Satpura – Tigris
c) A – Himalayas – Nile
d) D – Atlas – Danube
e) G – Andes – Spree
35. Which of the following combinations is not true with respect to the above information?
a) E – Appalachian – Amazon
b) G – Alps – Spree
c) F – Aravallis – Danube
d) B – Rockies – Nile
e) A – Andes – Thames
Directions (36 – 40): Answer the questions on the basis of the information given below.
Eight persons – Adiya, Sahil, Ananya, Anshika, Ankur, Tiya, Rohit, Kavya have seminars in January,
April, September and December with two seminars in each month. The seminar is scheduled either on
22 or 28th of the month.
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Aditya’s seminar is scheduled in a month having 30 days. Seminar of Kavya is somewhere after Tiya’s
seminar. Ankur’s seminar is on 22nd April. There are two seminars scheduled between Sahil’s and
Ananya’s seminars. One of seminars of Sahil and Ananya is somewhere before Ankur’s seminar. Rohit’s
seminar is immediately after Ananya’s seminar. There is only one seminar after Kavya’s seminar.
Ananya and Tiya have seminars on same date but not in September.
36.Who has seminar on 28th September?
a) Sahil
b) Ananya
c) Aditya
d) Rohit
e) Cannot be determined
37.How many persons have seminars before Ananya?
a) Two
b) Three
c) Five
d) None
e) One
38.How many seminars are between seminars of Ankur and Rohit?
a) Five
b) Three
c) Two
d) One
e) None
39.Who has seminar on 22nd December?
a) Tiya
b) Aditya
c) Anshika
d) Kavya
e) Sahil
40.Find the odd one out.
a) Rohit – 22
b) Ananya – September
c) Ankur – April
d) Aditya – 28
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e) Anshika – 28
Direction (41-45): Study the following information carefully to answer the given questions
7 Persons namely Ajay, Mano, Nirmal, Gopi, Pranav, Sai and Raj will appear for a different exam but not
necessarily in the same order in 7 different months of the same year namely January, February, April,
May, July, September and December.
Each of them also like a different genre of Movies namely Family, Action, Comedy, Reality, Animated,
History and Thrilled but not necessarily in the same order
Gopi will appear for an exam in a month which has only 30days. Only one person will appear between
the one who likes Animated movie and Gopi.
The one who likes action will appear for an exam immediately before the one who likes Animated movie.
The one who likes thriller will appear for an exam neither in the month which has 31 days nor in the
month which has 30 days.
Only 2 persons will appear for an exam between the one who likes Thriller and Sai. Mano will appear for
an exam immediately after Sai and does not like action movie. Raj will appear for an exam immediately
before Nirmal. Pranav Likes History movie and appear for an exam in December.
The one who likes family movie will appear for an exam in a month which has 31 days. Gopi does not
like comedy movie.
41. Which of the following genres of Movie does Gopi like?
a) History
b) Family
c) Reality
d) Thriller
e) Action
42. How many persons will appear for an exam between Nirmal and on who likes animated movies?
a) None
b) Three
c) More than three
d) One
e) Two
43. As per the given arrangement, Raj is related to Reality movies and Nirmal is related to Action movies
following a certain pattern, in the same way Sai related with
a) Comedy movies
b) Thriller movies
c) History movies
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d) Family movies
e) Animated movies
44.Ajay will appear for an exam in which of the following month ?
a) December
b) July
c) None of these
d) September
e) May
45. Who will appear for an exam in December month ?
a) Raj
b) Ajai
c) Pranav
d) Sai
e) Manoj
Directions (46-50): Study the following carefully and answer the questions given below.
Seven friends namely Subha, Praveen, Zaheer, Ganesh, Bharathi, Kaviya and Nisar attend different
Exams coaching namely NIACL Clerk, SBI PO, BOB PO, NICL AO, DENA PO, BOI PO and LVB PO,
not necessarily in the same order, from Monday to Sunday (of the same week). Subha attends a
coaching on Friday. Only two people attend coaching between Subha and the one who is attending
NICL AO class. Kaviya attends a coaching immediately before Ganesh, Neither Kaviya nor Ganesh is
attending NICL AO class. Only one person attends a coaching between Kaviya and the one who is
attending BOB PO. The one who is attending BOB PO class does not have a coaching on Monday.
Praveen attends a coaching immediately before the one who is attending NIACL Clerk class. Subha is
not attending NIACL Clerk class. Only one person has a coaching between Kaviya and Bharathi. Zaheer
is attending BOI PO class. Only two people have coaching between Zaheer and the one who is
attending DENA PO class. Bharathi is not attending LVB PO class.
46. BOI PO class held on which of the following day?
a) Friday
b) Saturday
c) Sunday
d) Monday
e) Tuesday
47. How many persons attend the class between Bharathi and Nisar?
a) Four
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b) Three
c) Five
d) Two
e) One
48.Praveen attends which of the following coaching class?
a) LVB PO
b) NICL AO
c) SBI PO
d) BOB PO
e) NIACL Clerk
49.Who among the following attend the class on Wednesday?
a) Bharathi
b) Ganesh
c) Nisar
d) Subha
e) Kaviya
50. Which of the following statement is true?
a) Sunday – Zaheer - BOB PO
b) Friday – Kaviya - BOI PO
c) Thursday – Ganesh - DENA PO
d) Tuesday – Bharathi - SBI PO
e) Wednesday – Praveen - NICL AO

Solutions
Directions (Q. 1-5):
1. Answer: A
2. Answer: B
3. Answer: C
4. Answer: E
5. Answer: D
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Direction(6-10)
6. Answer: A)
7. Answer: B)
8. Answer: C)
9. Answer: B)
10. Answer: D)

Directions (Q.11-15):
11. Answer is: B)
12. Answer is: C)
13. Answer is: A)
14. Answer is: D)
15. Answer is: E)
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Direction (16-20)
16. Answer is: D)
17. Answer is: B)
18. Answer is: E)
19. Answer is: D)
20. Answer is: C)
Place

Box

Fruits

Colour

1

A

Apple

Red

2

D

Mango

Green

3

M

Olives

Black

4

B

Grapes

Green

5

N

Orange

Yellow

6

C

Pear

Yellow

7

U

Kiwi

Red

8

O

Banana

Black

Direction(21-25)
21. Answer: a)
22. Answer: c)
23. Answer: c)
24. Answer: c)
25. Answer: c)
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Direction (26-30)

26. Answer: b);
27. Answer: a);
28. Answer: c);
29. Answer: c);
30. Answer: b);
Directions (Q. 31-35):
Answer: e)
Answer: c)
Answer: d)
Answer: b)
Answer: e)
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Directions (36 – 40):
Answer: c)
Answer: b)
Answer: d)
Answer: d)
Answer: b)

Direction (41-45):
Answer: c)
Answer: e)
Answer: c)
Answer: e)
Answer: c)
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Directions (46-50):
Answer is: C)
Answer is: A)
Answer is: B)
Answer is: E)
Answer is: C)
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